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Disease Management Overview

THE CONCERN:

In my plan, the members’ health is constantly changing.  
Their health data can quickly become outdated. Can I 
monitor, in real-time, how my members and utilizers are 
managing their diseases and compliance with clinical 
programs? Can I make adjustments to positively impact 
their disease management and therapies?  

THE XEVANT SOLUTION: 

Xevant’s automated process provides five different 
primary dashboards to monitor disease management 
through real-time analytics.  Each dashboard contains 
a high-level summary of dynamic and interactive key 
performance indicators (“KPIs”).  Each dashboard is 
supported by tables, providing you numerous ways to 
consume and process insights based on your needs.  
An example of a KPI is analytics for dispensed as  
written (“DAW”) prescriptions.

THE XEVANT RESULT

The five primary dashboards are:

1. AlertLogic: This module enables you to track and 
be alerted (by email) for your chosen pharmacy 
benefits performance measurements, across your 
book of business or at any client aggregation 
point. You can set and subscribe to an unlimited 
number of variations of automated email alerts. 

2. ClinicalLogic: ClinicalLogic is dedicated to the 
assessment and analysis of your clinical programs. 
This module can integrate with your existing 
clinical programs to enhance and automate 
opportunity and member identification, areas of 
potential concern, and reporting. You can analyze 
claims data, prove the effectiveness (or non-
effectiveness) of existing clinical programs, or even 
consider potential programs. 

3. ScripLogic: ScripLogic simplifies the complex 
and time-consuming work typically required of 
pharmacy benefit account managers, utilization 
managers, end-customers, or anyone wanting 
to better manage pharmacy benefits. There 
are three sub-modules -- member analysis, 
utilization analysis, and drug analysis -- plus over 
15 dashboards and over 200 reports and metrics. 

4. Claims Data: Xevant’s Claims data feature allows 
you to filter your dispensed as written or DAW 
code description, helping you to determine 
which claims are covered or not covered under a 
patient’s prescription drug insurance plan.

5. Reports: Xevant’s reports feature allows you to 
create reports with custom parameters based on 
you indicators, therapies, and DAW report.

http://www.xevant.com
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THE XEVANT HOW TO:

1. Log into Xevant 

2. View your disease analytics in these  
different modules: 

a. AlertLogic

i. Go to “Daily KPI Alerts”

ii. Filter with Indicators to see new members 
with indicators 

b. ClinicalLogic

i. Go to “ClinicalLogic” 

ii. Click “Patient Profile” tab

iii. View widgets analytics for member specific 
indications and utilizations  

c. ScripLogic 

i. Open the left-handed panel 

ii. Scroll and click “Drug Analysis” to view 

- Drug Group and Class

- Opioids

- Therapies

- Top N Drug

d. Claims Data 

i. Open the left-handed panel 

ii. Scroll and click “Claims Data”

iii. Click “DAW Detail”

e. Reports 

i. Open the left-handed panel 

ii. Scroll and click either “DAW Report”, 
“Indicators,” or “Therapies”

iii. In these widgets, view the reports relative to 
your utilizer’s disease 

iv. You can also click “Member” to view the 
percent increase due to utilizers 

AlertLogic

http://www.xevant.com
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